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12. ennamma kannu (2009)p. c. mohanan decides to write a comedy titled eknamma kannu (i am like that), which tells the story of a woman who is in a relationship with the father of a girl who is about to get married. watch ennamma kannu full movie online here dhanush's past movies were never good because of the poor script and direction. but his latest movie life
of pi is a different one. the script and direction is excellent. the movie is based on the true story of pi, a survivor of a shipwreck, who survives on a lifeboat with a bengal tiger (or pingu in english), an orangutan and a hyena. interestingly, the tiger is the only one who understands pi's language. the movie is a journey, a love story and a drama all rolled into one. watch this
movie and you will know why dhanush is called the tamizh superstar. why it has not been titled as visaranai for long? sure, he has played the role of a police officer in the movie. but he has also done the role of a person who dons the uniform for the first time in the movie. he has played the role of a person who was humiliated by the officials for no reason and he could
be forgiven for that. one of the people who were not in the film is rajinikanth. dhanush, the director, had planned to cast rajini as the prime minister. but rajini was busy with murattu kaalai at that time. but the movie was not at all affected by his absence. the movie is like the real life of dhanush's father, who is a tamil teacher. the only difference is that he plays the role

of a priest in the film. the way the movie is written, and the way it is shot, i am confident that this movie will be a blockbuster.
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8. kadhal (2018)thiyagu thiyagas kadhal is a romantic comedy that centers around a man whose mother is ill and he is
trapped with her in a hospital. he tries to help her, but his own desires and desires of his life-partner keep interfering.

watch kadhal full movie online here 9. kootathalapathi (2018)as a young boy, kollan (krishnan) goes to a circus with his
father. his father gets in a fight with the circus owner and is forced to leave the circus with his son. as an adult, kollan
goes to work in a circus and has to deal with one particular circus owner. watching kootathalapathi full movie online

here 10. yuddha (2019)vinayakan nairas yuddha is a complex, thought-provoking thriller that immerses viewers in the
darkness of the underworld in its depths. it follows the life of a man who is being chased by the underworld, and the

series of events that ensues. watch yuddha full movie online here 11. mundasupatti (2018)sripriya krishnas
mundasupatti is a film that captures the feel of a rural milieu. mundasupatti is a village that has embraced both the

modern and traditional ways of living. the film tells the tale of one man and his struggle to prove the innocence of an
accused in a court of law. watch mundasupatti full movie online here 4. aruppukkuyil (2017)the film stars vijay

sethupathi as a supporting character in this movie. the film is about a man who takes over the running of a hotel in the
countryside. the film looks at the plight of the middle class in a country where social mobility has reached a new low,
and how living in the countryside can be a difficult proposition. watch aruppukkuyil full movie online here 5ec8ef588b
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